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A PRELIMINARY
BENEFICIATION

STUDY OF THE

OF MONTANA CORUNDUM

INTRODUCTION
The objective of this thesis was to effeot an efficient and economical recovery of corundum.

The oorundum

00-

curs as a crude ore admixed with quartz and other diluents.
Yet, this material is a potential Montana resource of a valuable non-metallic mineral.

In view of the strategic import-

ance and the relatively small production of this mineral in
the United States, it seems advisable at this time in world
affairs to investigate every possible source of this mineral.
Preliminary studies of the ore revealed the possibility
of achieving a primary concentration by differential grinding
combined with adequate soreening techniques, olassifioation,
and tabling.

These three methods of concentration were em-

ployed in this investigation.
Although a slight increase in the grade of the crude was
obtained in these tests, it is concluded that differential
grinding is not a proper solution to the concentration of this
particular crude.

The very nature of the material, with its

overabundance of rarely associated quartz, nullifies suoh oommonly used p.rooedures used in oon.ctel'ltrating
corundum ore.

Al-

though the results vbtained proved negative, it is believed
that these tests 'Wp.resncce sfu1 :~uh sense since they eliminated the possib~lity of ach t ev Ing a suLtabLe ,~oncentration
with one of the standard procedures used by ~0rundum

process-

ors, namely differential grinding combined with screening.

History
The original discovery and early recognition of the
many valuable properties of the mineral corundum is shrouded in obscurity and its use long antedates the Christian
era.

There is very little authentic information concern-

ing the early history of this mineral available, but many
writers, in their theories conoerning the means used to
produoe the olassio oarvings of the hieroglyphics of the
Egyptain monuments of granite. and basalt, regard corundum'.
as the only abrasive which would produce these magnificent
results.
Undoubtedly the mineral first came into prominence
because of its precious or gem varieties.

There are two

gems associated with corundum which are well known to
everyone; they are the ruby and the sapphire.

The ruby

is a transparent red variety, and the sapphire is a blue
variety.

The sapphire was a prized adornment of the

early Montana indians.
The first authentio record of the presence of corundum in America dates back to the years l819~

It was

not until 1864 however, that active mining for this abrasive was established.

Organized mining was started

at Laurel 9reek, Georgia, in 1880 and c~ntinued actively until 1893.

Corundum was recovered from other mines
-2-

in Georgia and North Carolina up to 1905.

From this per-

iod until the beginning of World War 1, there was very
little activity of any importance in the production of
oorundum.
In 1917 and 1918 some domestic material was sold in
response to a war demand for abrasives.

During the period

from about 1900 to 1921, supplies of corundum were obtained largely from Canadian sources.

When Canadian produotion

halted, the United States sought corundum from the Union of
South Africa which is now the chief sour-ce of the mineral.
From 1918 until very recently·, no marketed production of
corundum was reported in the United States.
Origin and Occurrence
The origin and occurance of corundum seems to be a
very debated and controversial matter among geologists
and petrologists.

The generally accepted theory is that

the mineral was sepe ra.t ed out of mol ten igneous magms ,
containing an excess of alumina, at an early stage in the
cooling process.

It occurs both as an accessory mineral

in metamorphic rocks, and as an original constituent of
feldspathic igneous rocks, particularly those with very
little or no silica such as the syenites.
Minerals commonly associated with corundum in acid
rocks are garnet, magnetite, pyrite, and zircon.

In basic

rocks, it is associated with olivine, amphibole, pyroxene,
I

and rarely plagioclase.
Corundum has a wide geological distribution and has
been found in at least 20 different rock types and in at
least 35 different countries.

Many of these occurances

are unimportant commercially.

The chief countries known

to possess deposits of commercial importance are the
United States, Canada, Union of South Africa, India, and
Russia.
Uses, Specifications, and Prices
Corundum is the richest ore of aluminum, and it is
often thought desirable to produce the metal from it.
The real difficulty is the fact that corundum is far more
valuable as an abrasive than as a source o~ aluminum, as
long as there is a sufficient supply of the softer hydrated aluminum oxides, such as bauxite~

The great ex-

pense of grinding such a hard mineral as this to a size
suitable for easy solution, is another hindrance to its
use as a source of the aluminum metal.

Even with such

obstaoles, aluminum has been successfully produced from
corundum.l
The main use of c rundum is as an ,abrasive. Besides
its hardness, which is its first qualification, it should
have a bright and glassy luster.
-4-

When the grain disinte-

grates under pressure, it should present many new and sharp
cutting edges continually.

Many varieties of corundum shat-

ter along the cleavage planes and therefore are classed as
an inferior abrasive.

Before corundum is used as an abras-

ive, it is crushed into grains, powders, and flours.

These

products may be used directly as cutting, roughing, and
Polishing agents.
The coarse grained products are made into snagging
wheels to remove the burrs and sharp edges from freshly
cast malleable iron and steel.

The smaller sizes are

Used on abrasive wheels of which there are four types,
each differentiaied by the type of binder used.

The very

fine grained product is consumed. in polishing Dptical
lenses where a high degree of precision is necessary, such
as range finders, gun sights, and camera lenses.
Crystals of corundum may weigh up to as much as 300
pounds, but most of them range in size from 1/8 to 1/4
inches in length.

The government rece.ntly set up grading

regulations for imported material based on alumina content
and certain designated IOrten sizes as follows:2 A, not less
than 92 per cent A1203; B, 90 per cent up to 92 per cent
A1203; C, 85 per cent up to 90 per cent A1203; and D, less
than 85 per cent A1203.

Sizes are olassified acoording to

the following soheme; Coarse (1) one-half inch diameter and
-5-

over; Medium (2) one-fourth to one-half inches in diameter;
Fine (5) one-eighth to one-fourth inch in diameter; determined on a round hole screen.

Sixteen grades are recog-

nized under this system and are designated by symbols as
A (1), B (2) etc.

Consumer requirements usually are of the

A (1), A (2), and B (3) classes.

The rest of the classifica-

tion usually do not meet working conditions and are therefore considered to be a degrade~ product.
Besides the crystal corundum described above, the mineral is also classified into thre~ other categories which
are; (1) corundum concentrates-- processed through milling,
jigging, or other devices used in conoentration plants; (2)
boulder grade-- all corundum ores and concentrates containing less than 85 per cent and more than 70 per cent A1203;
(3) crystal and corundum concentrates having a specific
gravity of not less than 3.70, a minim~m of 85 per cent
A1203, a maximum of 10 per cent SiO , and a maximum of 5
2

per cent Fe203.
There are no prices quoted for imported crude corundum to date, but in 1943, a maximum price of 107 dollars per ton for crystal corundum and 74 dollars for
bould r eorundum were set by the General Maximum Price
Regulations Commission.
-6-

Quotations

for grain corundum

were as follows:

quoted in August

of 1948

per pound, grain sizes 8 to 60 mesh inolusive,

8 and 3/4 cents; 70 to 275, 9 and 3/4 cents; 500, 30 cents;
850, 45 cents; 1200 to 1600, 65 cents; 2600, 60 cents.
Description
Corundum
hexagonal

crystallizes

system.

in the rhombohedral

The crystals

and may taper r r om the middle
sometimes

by 6-sided

barrel-shape,
synthetic

pyramids~

six sided prisms

The prisms commonly
striations

ttPerfect" corundum

fracture

is very desirable

in abrasive

it not only assists the binder,

cantantly

presents

fresh and sharp cutting edges
har-dness of corundum

Next to the diamond

that individual

their respective
Purity
water.

of the mineral,

in grinding.

is its outstanding

known.3 It has long been known,

specimens

hardnesses,

but it also

- which is 10 on Hohs hardness

Scale- it is the hardest mineral
however,

due to poly-

planas or twin-

because

quality.

have a

like that of

corundum,

The exceptional

mostly

particularily

show a great diversity

in the amount of contained

forms of corundum.
-7-

in

caused by the state of

Thus, a blue sapphire will scratch a ruby which

Will scratch the ordinary

are

, such as the ruby and

little or no signs of cleavage

This type of breaking

of the

The ends of some specimens

breaks with a conchoidal

showing

division

toward each e.nd , or the crystals

and may exhibit distinct

twinning.

the sapphire,

ning.

are usually

are short and stubby.

terminated

qUartz,

of Mineral

in turn

The speoific
4.10; sapphire
atively

gravity

of this mineral varies

and ruby being in general

high density

for a non-metallic

great aid for effeotive

ooncentration

from 3.95 to

4.0.

This is a rel-

mineral

and it is a

processes

utilizing

gravity methods.
The luster
many Varieties

of corundum
it simulates

species vary widely
blue to gray.
gem varieties
acteristic

is adamantine
a metallic

luster.

Pleochroism

is very strongly

and gives the sapphire

In

The different

in color, but the most common

is light

marked

in the

and the ruby their ohar-

color.
Importance

In 1891, Edward

of Corundum

G. Acheson

ive from silicon and carbon
that time all abrasives

prepared

an artifioial abras4
in an electric furnace.
Prior to .

were natural

less to say, this revolutionized
most forced the use of natural

mi-nerals and rooks.

the abrasive
abrasives

Art ificial abras ives are much superior
ity and ease of conformation
undum still maintains
ant this mineral
Placed

to vitreous.

is may be gathered

industry and al-

out of the market.

be cau se of the ir uniform-

to changing

an important

conditions,

standing.

from the fa~t that it was

List of Materials recommended
5
piling by a recent Senate investigation.
competition

from artificial
-8 ..

but cor-

Just how import-

on the Critical

Although

Need-

abrasives

for stock

'is severe,

complete
would

change-over

ha~ not been feasible •. Such a change

involve great changes

ation periods,

long investig-

and a high loss in unsatisfactory

the experimental
undum becomes

in shop routine,

stage.

Therefore,

inadequate,

unless

products

during

the supply of cor-

the cost of the change-over

would

not be justified.,' Besides,

corundum does have some qualities

which still remain superior

to the artificial

titution

of corundum

factured

product would reduce the efficiency

forging

used on snagging

by as much as 30 per cent.

obtained

from corundum

tinually

changing

because

Subs-

wheels with the manuin casting and

Cooler grinding

the grinding

to a clean and fresh face.
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abrasive.

action

surface is con-

is

B'&'",,{~FICIA'rION

Iature Of The ore
o properly understand the methods used and the results obtained,

it

is necessary to become familiar with the

characteristics of the material.
The orude was obtained in the form of large fragments
Which averaged about 8 inches in diameter.
of the sample was about 75 pounds.

The total weight

en examination of speci-

mens broken off of these fragments, it was evident that the
orystals were of a very small size and were throughly disseminated

t hr oughouu

the rock in a dominantly quartz matrix.

'I'he maximum size of the orystals was about lorn. in length

and the minimum size

Wf'S

c.i.o
se to 2.. rnm,_ .Otiler
"aaoessory nn.n-

erals were biotite, oalcite, calcic plagioclase, and a very
tmall amount of amphibole in the form of hornblende.
'I'h e coolin _ rate of uh e 11igh-alumina magma determines

the size of the crystals formed, that is, if tho ma~a

is

Oooled s.I.owl.y
, the crystals will have a greater chance to
grow and. the result will be fewer but larger crystals.

On

the other hand, fast cooling produces many more but muo~
smaller crystals.

It is evident from the small size of the

crystals in this crude that the magma from which the corundum
Was t'orniedhad a very fast cooling rate.
This crude is rather a peculiar material

in

that

i.t

dev-

iates extensively from the usual pattern followed by corundum
_1.0-

ores.

In the first place,

places

it definitely

ory minerals

in the acidic

are indicative

undum usua Li.y forms

of the material

considered

class; however,

that is deficient

but in this ~,rticular

is silica"

in the rock
the access-

of a very bas tc rock.

in a magma

such as the syenites,

ual. pattern

tne amount.;of silica

Another

Also,

in silica,

crude,

discrepancy

c or=

over half

of this unus-

is 1:tlle fact ~.Llau p.l.b.gioclo.se
is present

which

is

very rare.

A chemical

analys is of the f'o ILowf.ng essential

compounds

$.

End elements

are shown below.
A12 3 -----------18.4%
Si02

-----------51.0

CaO

-----------

8.1

-----------

1.5

-----------

2.2

Fe

~~o
The method

of analysis

for A1 0 may be' found in the
2 3

appendix.
Dense"'lvlediaAdaptability
The crude material
hammer

i vered

was broken vd th a 10 pound

into a size suitable

cr'l.l,sher.The crusher
a product

re s

for feeding

set to a maximum

as much as possible,

crystals,

sledge

the laboratory

of about 1 inch in sLz e ,

Choke fed to minimize,
of the corundum

of Crude

gape which

jaw
del-

~lhe raat e.rfaL was
the fracturing

and slso, to lessen wear

on the

jaw plates.
uitable

of

*All
iines

samples

8 ssays

reyresentative

of the richest

were made by J):r.C. J. Bartzen,
_ -11-

crude and

U. S. Bur.

the gangue were selected
types

of materials

ic gravity

and the specific

were determined.

that averaged

2.94 which

quartz, the chief component
higher

specific

impossible

gravity

the crude.

in specific

material

wv~la make

gangue

lightly

~articular

the gangue and corundum made

hav-

throughout
amount

3.:;)4.This dif-

the gangue and the enriched

the ore very suitable

centratioYl, but in this

without

the greatest

averaging

for this

is that it Was

material

which eVidenced

gravity between

above that of

The reason

of worthless

of coruudum had a specific gravity
ference

is slightly

of corund..undistributed

The material

of these two

The gangue had a speoif-

in this siliceous

to select a piece

ing a sma LL amount
the sample.

01'

gravi~y

for dense-media

con-

ore, the intimate mixture

it impossible

of

to apply such a pro-

cess and it. was abandoned.
preliminary

dcreen .Analysis

a 500 gram sample of minus 10 mesh crude was obta:Lned by
USe of the J"ones riffle.
results

~he sam.t?lewas then screened and the

are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Size and weight distribution
screen analysis.
Tyler I~;:esh
8ize
14
20
28
Z5

48
65
lUO
150
-150

of preliminary

Sample \ts.

Per Cent
total weight

35
63
58
48
37
30

7.0
12.6
11.6
9.6
7.4
6.0
5.4
4.6
35.8

2'7

23
179
-1-£-

Per Cent
Cum. wts.
7.0
19.6
31.2
40.8
48.2
54.2
59.6
64.2
100.0

MicroscopiC
In the minus
locked Wi th

Examinati on of Sized Fracti ons
20 plus 28 mesh
and biotite.

Q.'lAJ~tZ

fractions,

In each locked

tite is ~redo:w.in5.nt. It clings to the grains
fore, it is believed
by attrition

the corundum

that the biotite

is

grain the b i o-

of corundum,

could easily

there-

be removed

grinding.

Liberation

is complete

in the minus

28 plus 35 mesh frac-

tion, but still a small amo;lnt of biotite was clinging

to in-

c..ividualgrains.
Effervescence
signified

the presence

predcminant
limestone

mash sizes

was more abundant
orystals were

tered by the crushing

segregated

aotion

This examination

soreen fractions

C

that the soft

were mostly

was not great,

by differential
of oorundum

the greater
ilU

amount

irlginrsposition

indic-

grinding
in the

it was believed

that

of quartz

o crunuum , which

''he b5.oti te, which also lowered
fraotions,

shat-

of the rolls.

p ~ a.,..t in size, preferentiall.l'

its

was

in the size range from

the percentage

grindiIlg the ore would reduce

in tho individual

indioating

these crystals

of conoentration

and soreenin.._;.Although

hardness.

This effervescence

of t l;e d ifferer..tsoreen fractions

ated the possibility

SUperior

of Hel

in these sizes.

10 mesh to plus 35 mesh;

larger

upon the addition

of limestone.

in the smaller

Corundum
minus

of the specimens,

has a much
the grade

would also be easily removed

by brinding.
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from

vifferclntia1 GrinaiUb and ~creening
h.l1 grindlnt:,tests ~'Jerecarried out in a smaLl, cylind ....
rical mill, 10 inches in diaMeter ano.18 inches long, and a
large laboratory

ebble Llill rueasurilJE18 inches in diameter

hnd G4 inches in height.

::!achgrind Vvas a batch test since

the crude was charged and dlscharged at the begining and end
of each grinding period.

A flow sheet showing the scheme fol-

10\ied is shown on Plate 1 on the next page.
Jince the indiv tuuaI crystals maasur-ed

1 cm . to 2 nun. in

length, it was decided to crush the crude material down to minus
3 mesh, wh...
ch would be a)proximately the grain size indicated
by the corundum crystals.

lith this material, it was hoped

that a differential grind could be achieved.
'...'ud

one inch ore from

Jb.V"

"~.L.I.I"

orusher was choke fed to

t.he rolls to obtain a mi n» ~ ~ mesh produc t ,

in the rolls the minus 3

me sh

~Xcessive crystal br~ak~~e
Cunt of fines p oduced.

After each pass

material was removed to prevent

and

to reduce to

a

miniwxm the rua-

flheminus 35 mesh fraction was separ-

at.ed rr cm the crushed pro uct by screening.

'I'hLs combination

of stage crushing alon£ with I,;h01;:e feeding pr oduced a product
which contained only 11.6

/0

mt nus

35 mesh material.

An analysis

of the two fractions showed that the minus 35 mesh contained
iU~ while the plus 35 mesh assayed
i ~

- ..~ r '_t>.l'

cru

v.as sr o

1U

it

..
!
r

S

lttl,Gl

\;e B r ,Ie

of the minus 3

1

e ah

1-i 1 for lb zui.nut.e s w Lt.h a char
-14-

Run of Mine Ore

;rawCrusher
i/2 inch

35 M Screen

-35 M

- 35 Me sh

Rolls
Classifier
plus 3 M

Screen

Rod Mill
35 M
Screen
minus 35 M

Floatation

Primary Cone.

Plate No.1

-

Flow Sheet
·-15-

(f

5 kiloGrams

c.Larne t e r

,

of sme Ll, r od« A·c"1 measuring
)u1p

.iJ....

J-_fter t e grinui

e s ley or
pe r Lou ,

lb

iJ.1,,8 e d , and dryeo..
lJO U

screen

18.1y

<

rClab.LeG.

'lIne uryvCl

is anc

6

rt:;sults

b

ere

6.3

1~
1

4"

J

05
10()
-.Lv",

30

b.O

3t:.:
5'1

5.3

inClicd 'e"
.h.

e of eu cn size

• »l

s stud':'ea
ions

e~~b

una r

\ere

(1) 'J! e .p
L~ iL&

L

J.S

con8ti

s.
'e

of the weicllts

1
l~

in the

up pe r sizes

0

fr actio

from the

t.Ln oeu.L r tiicrosco)e

4 .e sh fruot t oi. iHai
U~HtS.

.irLt;

~~o

r t s Lc cr-y s t a

'ery

f

\J

f

oec\.o{'

.Lou d

.any ) ·rtic

18.7
45.7
59.5
65.8
6:).6
7G.6
74.6
7'0.3
80.1
85.1
;JU.4
10O.(J

and

s cr e.en analysis

che f oLl owIug obs-

noted:

t e Lr cha r....c
€ Ul

r-a io

grind

Cum. ,it.
per cent

;;I.b

Lne r i e ct t ve Grillo.

S

of z O min.

3.8
3.0
~.O
1.7
3.8

H3

concen

'lIable G.

in.

Z7.0

;:..3

I'he larGe

s liown

subjected

1t).7
13.8

.....
8

then

was

,/eight
er cent

d

r

in

s wa s used.

ao.LLd

Lat r-L b"J.L. ion

lli.;.
16 ...
83

10
14
~J

s

u.at erLe,

e i. ht

·w

4

i

t ae

cent

inches

pulp was r en.oved from t ne mill,

G_10

"')iz ana ,e i '11c
in "the ro
ui, 1.

e81 t>ize

per

50

0.376

es.

<..8

t ed t he

.!?r·sence

was crystals

shape.

Biotiv

vI e c:.. b.rtz
I

S

also
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of cur ndw

0

in

The ae c ond was quar t z

che cor .mdur; c ry s t al.s were
1

of t\

UHl

corunCllI

ev ident,

shat i.er-ed , but
'II.Jt... S

observed

in

ulHlLine:; mos ely to

the corundum.
(2) In the sizes minus 4 to plus 10 mesh biotite
adhering

to the corundum.

were shattered,

The larger

but the smaller

crystals

was still

of corundum

ones still retained

their

shape.
A surpri sing resu l,twas

obta ined when Hel caused effe'rves-

cence in these larger fractions.
was noticed
corundum

that small calcite grains

and therefore

(3) The quartz
a great extent

were protected

investigation

were embedded

it

in the

from the grinding

action.

in the sizes below 10 mesh was not rounded

as it should be.

this trait to the greatest
amount

On further

The particlestha-t

extent always

contained

to

exhibited
a very small

of corundum.

(4) Screen
ticles.
fractions

fractions

Biotite

than 35 mesh had no locked par-

forms the largest

particles

due to "its t nhe ren t resistance

The results

indicated

undum may be obtained
er period and making
35 mesh material

The high calCite
of disintegrating
circuit.

that a primary

by grinding

removed

previous

to grinding

at 35 mesh.

of cor-

will be treated

by the addition

The minus

combined

of the crude presents

the grains

action.

concentration

to grinding

from grinding

content

in these smaller

minus 3 mesh crude for a long-

a screen separation

minus 35 mesh obtained

grinding

smaller

with the

on tables.

the possibility

of acid to the

Representative
35 mesh fractions

samples

of the minus 35 mesh and plus

were sent for assay and the results

are

shown in Table 3.
Table 3 - An analysis of the plus 35 and minus 34 mesh
material from a 15 min. grind in rod mill.
Mesh Size
Plus 35
Minue 35
The results

Weight

Per Cent
A120
3
24.3
28.1

464
136

Test No.2

Per Cent
Total A120

3

43.8
43.2

70.5
29.5

indicate that the plus 35 mesh contains

per cent of the total A1203
with a corundum

Per Cent
Si02

70.5

charged to the mill in a product.

content of 24.3 per cent.
- A representative

mill under the same conditions

sample was charged to the rod

as in Test 1.

A grinding

time of

30 minutes was used and 10 pounds per ton of HCl were added.
The results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4 - An analysis of the plus 35 and minus 35 mesh
material from 30 min. grind in rod mill
Mesh Siz,e
Plus 35
~lnus 35
The results

Weight

Per Cent
A1203

404

24.1
27.9

196
indicate

Per Cent
S102

Per Cent
Total A1203

57.4
46.4

that the plus 35 mesh contains

per cent of the total corundum

57.8
42.2
57.8

charged to the mill in a produot

With an A1203 content of 24.1 per cent.
Test No.3

- A one hour grinding

same oharge as used previously.
Table 5.
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period was used with the

The results are shown in

Table 5 - An analysis of the plus 35 and minus 35 me'sh
material from a I hour grind in rod mill.
Mesh Size
Plus 35
Minus 35

Weight
276
324

Per Cent
A1203
25.8
30.1

Per Cent
S10
2
56.0
45.5

Per Cent
T0tal A120

3

44.7
55.3

The results indicate that the,plus 35 mesh contains 44.7
per cent of the total A1203 ch?rged to the mill in a produot
with a corundum content of 25.8 per cent.
Test No. 4- A porcelain pebble mill containing equal portions of 1 1/2 inch and 1 inch pebhles weighing 6 kilograms was
used as the grinding media.

The charge used in the rod mill

tests was also used in the pebble mill.

The results of a 15

minute grind are shown in Table 6.
Table 6 - An analysis of the plus 35 and minue 35 mesh
material from a 15 min. grind in :pebblemill.
Mesh Size

Weight

Per Cent
A1 03
2

Plus 35
Minus 35

353

23.7

247

2'1.2

Per Cent
Si02
58.7
53.2

Per Cent
Total A1203
52.5
47.5

The results indicate that the plus 35 mesh contains 52.5
per cent of the Al20 charged to the mill in a product with a
3
corundum content of 23.7 per cent.
Test No.5

- A grinding time of 1/2 hour was used with the

same charge as in Test 4.

The results are shown in Table 7.
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Table 9· - An ana Lys 1s of the plus 35 and minus 35 mesh
material
Mesh

Size

from 1/2 hour grind

in pebble mill.

Weight

Per Cent
A1203

Per Cent
Si0
2

240
360

23.0
27.4

58.4
45.3

Plus 35
Minus 35
The results

indicate

Per Cent
Total A1 0
2 3
34.?
65.3

that the plus 35 mesh conta1ns

per cent of the totel A1203 charged to the mill
With a corundum content of 23.0 per cent.

34.7

in a product

Test No. 6 - A gr1.nding t 1me of one hour was used wi th
th0 s~me charge as in Test 4.

The results

are shown

in Tab-

Is 8.
Table

e -

An analysis of the plus 35 and mi:;].us 35 mesh
material from the one hour grind in pebtle mill.

Mesh Size

"'ielght

er Cer-t
A1203

?lus 35
Unus 35

172
428

23.3
29.3

The results

indioate

per cent of the total Al
vlith a" corundum

Per Cent
SiO
2
5'7.2
46.5

Per Cent
Total Al C
2 3
25 •.2
.74.8

that the plus 35 mesh contains

°

charged to the mill
2 3
o or:ten t of 23.3 per cent.

25.2

in a product

Tabling
A'sample

of'

the minus 35 mesh prcduc t was cLe s e t rred in

the Labo ra tory hyd xa u1le tube elas ~iftel'•
water

flow wes determined

The de slred :r:a
te of

"'
by pa s e t ng the I.Y\"~rflowthrougo

a

'il

150 mesh scre en and ad j e t 1:;.

tne wa tel' pressure

imum of material

on the screen.

was reta1~ed

talned a great deal of biotite

un til

8,.

.mtn-

The overf~ow

and after a close examination
-20-

conto

determine

its value,

The classified
roughing

it was discarded
material

as tails.

was then tabled on a Wilfley

table and the results are shown in Table

Table

9

-

An analysis

Product

of the products

9.

from the table.

Per Cent
Al20
3
18.7

Per Cen t
Si02

Per Cent
Total A1203

67.9

23.8

Middling

32.1

42.0

42.3

Tails

30.5

42.8

19.7

Concentrate

The results
tails contain

indicate

that the middling

product and the

72.0 per cent of the total corundum

in the minus

35 mesh material.
CONCLUSIONS
On the whole,

the differential

which was at first thought
ing a primary
factory.
methods

to be the solution

concentration

The greatest

of corundum,

hindranoe

was the overabundance

was abraded

for'obtain-

proved unsatis-

present

results because

of these
in the rock.
the tests

more than the quartz.

only way that this could be explained
retained

and s.cre en Lng ,

to the success

of quartz

The rod mill gave negative
showed that corundum

grinding

is that the corundum

a larger grain size than that of the quartz,

in grinding

The

and

with rods, the larger grains are preferentially
-2122000

Worked on.
The pebble mill did not concentrate the crude to any extent.

The greatest grinding effect was suffered by the peb-

bles which were severely abraded by the corundum and quartz.
Results with the table were mildly successfUl.

However,

the so called conDentrate contained an abundance of quartz
and a very small percentage of oorundum; the middlings and
tails proved to be the real concentrate.

This peculiarity

evidenced by the quartz reaching the concentration end of
the table in preference to the heavier corundum may be explained by the different particle shapes of the two grains.
The quartz grains were of a rounded nature because of its
concoidal fracturing habit, while the cbrundum usually had
a hackly fracture along the oleavage planes.

The rounded

shape of the quartz aided them in proceeding to the concentration end of the shaking table.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Although these tests proved unsatisfactory and eliminated the possibility of using differential grinding as a
concentrating device, they did pOint the way for a successful
concentration of this crude.
Further tests should be made on the crude using this recommended scheme: Stage crush the ore to minus 10 mesh.

The

crushed product should then be claseified to remove the minus
-22-

35 mesh material.

The plus 35 mesh product is then charged

to a grinding medium such as a ball mill or a rod mill and
ground to minus 35 mesh.

This product should then be de-

slimed and sent to floatation.

The minus 35 mesh products

are sent to tables for upgrading and then on to floatation.
These products sent to floatation will contain quartz
dominantly with the smaller portion being corundum.

The

corundum may then be successfully floated away from the
quartz, which is one of the least floatative of all minerals.
Floatation of oorundum has had much success using such reagents as oleic acid, sodium stearate, amd many other nonmetallic reagents that are coming more and more into prominence today.
Another possibility that may be tested is agglomeration
with tabling.

6

Reagents very similar to those used in or-

dinary floatation are used to agglomerate partioles of ore
selectively and when this material is tabled, the agglomerated partioles tend to be washed over the tailing edge of
the table, irrespective of the relative specific gravity of
the minerals present.

This process is particularly a-

daptable to the separation of two constituents such as the
quartz and corundum in this crude.
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APPENDIX
Indirect method of Aluminum determination.
Take 0.5 gram of the finely ground sample and decompose
it in platinum with 5 grams of sodium carbonate.
clear, and pour the melt upon a chilled plate.
melt with a little hot water.

Fuse until
Remove the

Remove the fusion from the

plate with a fine stream of water, using a little dilute HCL.
and place in an evaporating dish.

Evaporate to dryness, and

bake the residue to debydrate the silica.
After the evaporation take up in BCL acid, dilute, and
filter, -washing the residue with hot dilute BCL and hot water.
Reserve the filtrate.

Place the paper and residue in a plat-

inum crucible and ignite in furnace.

Cool, moisten the re-

sidue with water, add 4 or 5 drops of sulfuric acid and 5 mI.
of hydrofluoric acid.
small beaker.

EVaporate to fumes, cool, transfer to

Add a little bromine water, boil to oxidize

the iron present, and combine with the original filtrate.
Add 2 drops of methyl red indicator solution, run in
ammonia until indioator changes from red to yellow.

Filter

the precipitate dry and ignite and weigh as Fe'203 and A!203.
Fuse the weighed oxides in a silica crucible with a
little potassium pyrosulfate, and take up the melt in 100 ml.
of 5% H2S04•
Determine the Fe 0 volumetrically, thus arriving at
2 3
the weight of A1203 by difference.
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